January 29th, 2016
Daniel Murray, AICP
La Plata County
1060 East 2nd Ave
Durango, CO 81301
Re:

Proposed Concept – Compatibility and Trucking - Concept

Dear Mr. Murray:
This letter is GCC Energy’s (“GCC”) conceptual idea to minimize perceived McCue and Hunzeker stress
conditions in regards to road noise and compatibility.
GCC Energy has proposed conceptual noise and visual mitigation methods related to coal truck traffic for
review by the roadside properties along La Plata County Road 120.
The accompanying information indicates conceptual criteria and location of potential noise mitigating
walls at two properties – McCue and Hunzeker- that were discussed at a meeting of property owners or
their representative. Other properties and potential optional mitigation measures were also discussed
with the property owners.
GCC has also discussed with these neighbors other visual issues along CR 120 related to the safety of
certain existing driveway accesses on to CR 120 and collaboration with La Plata County Road and Bridge
as to issues of drainage, sight distance issues, etc. Further individual site inspection and agreement with
property owners will determine appropriate design. Site-specific design suitable for contracting will be
developed for individual properties. Examples of this conceptual plan are shown in the attached figures.
GCC has offered to partake in a certain amount of the costs of such noise and visual mitigation measures
with the property owner accepting full final responsibility and liability for any structures built on the
owner’s property.
We look forward to discussing this with you further.
Very truly yours,

Trent Peterson
Vice President, GCC Energy

Concepts for Noise and Visual
Mitigation of Truck Traffic:
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•
•
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Determine source of noise, usually tires on pavement/gravel surface, some
truck body noise
Noise mitigation wall height depends on noise source
Offset driveway access location
Add landscape plants for some aesthetic elements

County Road 120

• Observe setback from
roadway to accommodate
drainage, right of way and
maintenance.

• Landscape
trees/plants to
buffer “wall” look
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